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Let r and X be two topological spaces and p, q: r-+ X two mappings. 
The coincidence problem for the mapping pair (p, q) is concerned with 
conditions which guarantee that there exists a point y E r (called a coin- 
cidence point of the mapping pair) such that p(y) = g(y) (or p(y) E q(y), if 
q is a set-valued mapping). If r= X, p = id,, then the coincidence problem 
for (p, q) reduces to the fixed point problem for q. The coincidence 
problem was first studied in a topological setting in 1946 by S. Eilenberg 
and G. Montgomery [4], then by A. Dold, K. Goebel, L. Gbrniewicz, 
A. Granas, and others (see [2, 3, 5-7, 13-16)). In 1976, Z. Kucharski [ 111 
considered the coincidence problem for compact pairs in R”. In 1985, 
Gbrniewicz and Kucharski [S] considered coincidence theory for k-set 
contraction pairs in Banach spaces and applied it to study the fixed point 
theorems for multivalued mappings and the boundary value problem for 
differential inclusion. 
The purpose of this paper is to study the coincidence problem of map- 
ping pair (p, q) in locally convex Hausdorff topological linear spaces. This 
paper consists of four parts. In Section 1, we give some definitions, nota- 
tions, and preliminary results. In Section 2, we establish the coincidence 
index for single-valued and set-valued compact mapping pairs and some of 
its properties. Coincidence indices of this type presented in this section are 
a generalization of topological degree of single-valued or set-valued com- 
pact mappings and the corresponding coincidence index for single-valued 
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compact mapping pairs (see [ll, 12, 193). In Section 3, we get some 
coincidence point theorems and an alternating principle, which extend the 
corresponding well known results of [9, 10, 18-201. In Section 4, we use 
the generalized homotopy invariance of the coincidence index to discuss 
the construction of the set of solutions of set-valued parameter-dependent 
equations. 
1. DEFINITIONS, NOTATIONS, AND SOME PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
(1.1) DEFINITION [6]. Let r and X be two topological spaces. A 
continuous surjective map p: r + X is called Vietoris (written p: I’* X), if 
(i) p is proper, i.e., for every compact set Kc X the inverse image 
p-‘(K) is compact; 
(ii) for each x E X the set p-‘(x) is acyclic, i.e., H,&‘(x)) = 0 for 
12 > 1 and H,(p-‘(x)) = Q (rational numbers). 
Vietoris mappings have many important properties (cf. [6]), one of 
them is stated as follows: 
(1.2) PROPOSITION [6]. If p: r* X is a Vietoris mapping and A c X, 
then the restriction p1 of the mapping p to p-l(A):p-‘(A) +A, pi(y)= 
p(y), is a Vietoris mapping. 
Throughout this paper we always assume that E is a Hausdorff locally 
convex topological vector space (L.C.S.), K(E) the family of all non-empty 
compact convex sets of E. In particular, when E is an n-dimensional L.C.S. 
we denote it by E”. 
Our purpose is to study the coincidence problem for mapping pairs of 
the following type: x -+P r -+4 K(E), where X is an open subset of E, r 
is a topological vector space, p: r *x is a Vietoris mapping such that 
P -l: X+ 2r is upper semi-continuous (by [6] this condition is always 
satisfied, if B is metrizable), and q: r-, K(E) is a compact mapping, i.e., q 
is upper semi-continuous and q(r) is a relatively compact set in E. Such a 
pair (p, q) is called a compact pair from X to K(E). 
Let (p, q) be a compact pair from 2 to K(E) and Y a subset of X. We 
denote 
K(P, 4)= ~~~~:pwwh 
l%(P, 4, Y) = ( XE Y:xeq(p-l(x))}; 
,X(y, Y, K(E)) = ( (p, q) : (p, q) is a compact pair from x to K(E) 
such that Fix(p, q, X) n Y = 4 ). 
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Particularly, if q is a single-valued mapping, we denote X(X, Y, K(E)) by 
X(X, Y, E). 
(1.3) PROPOSITION. (i) (See [6].) ~(p, q)#@ if and only if 
WP, 4, Jo z 0. 
(ii) 1s (p, q) is a compact pair from X to K(E), then Fix(p, q, 8) is a 
compact subset of X. 
Proof: Since (p, q) is a compact pair, we have that q( p - l(X)) = q(Z) is 
a relatively compact set of E, and q op- ‘: X-+ 2E is upper semi-continuous. 
Hence the graph of q op- ’ 
G= {(x,y)EXxE:yEq(p-l(x))} 
is a closed set. Then 
FiX(P, 4, m = { xeX:(x,x)eGnd) 
is a compact set of E, where A= {(x,x)E:ExE:xEE}. 
This completes the proof. 
If E= R” and q is a single-valued mapping, we have the following 
theorem. 
( 1.4) THEOREM [ 111. There exists a mapping I: .X(X, 8X, R”) + Q 
having the following properties: 
(1.4.1) ifq:Z+R”, isaconstant mapping withq(v)=x,forallvEZ, 
then 
if x,EX, 
zj- x,~R”\x 
( 1.4.2) if Z( p, q) # 0, then Fix( p, q, x) # 0; 
(1.4.3) zf h: [0, l] x Z+ R” is a compact mapping such that 
t;ix(p, h(t, .), x) n (8X) = 0, for each t E [0, l] 
then QP, Ml, .))=Z(P, NO, .I); 
(1.4.4) suppose that V is an open subset of X, and that 
(P, q)EXX(X 8X, R”), if WP, q, x)c V, then Z(P,, ql)=Z(pl, ql), where 
v +p’~-l(p) -+4’ R”, (P,, s,)= (P, q)lp-qvj; 
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(1.45) suppose that A’,, X, are two disjoint open subsets of X, 
(p, q) E X(x, 8X, R”), if Fix(p, q, x) n (x\(X, u X,)) = 0, then 
Z(P> q)=Z(p,, 41)+Z(p*, qA 
where (Pi, qi)= (P, q)lp-yx,), i= 1,2; 
(1.4.6) if (p, q) E X(& 8X, R”) such that q(Z) c R”- ‘, let 
p’: p-‘(X n Rn-‘) + (X n Rnpl) be defined by p’(v) = p(u) and 
q’:p-‘(XnR”-‘)-+R”-’ by 4’(u) = q(u), then (P’> 4’) E 
X(Xn R”-‘, a(Xn R”-I), Rnel) and Z(p, q)=Z(p’, q’). 
As usual, the number Z(p, q) is called the coincidence index of the 
compact pair (p, q). If UC X, for the sake of convenience, we sometimes 
denote the coincidence index of the compact pair (p, , q, ) by Z(p, q, U), 
where (P,, ql): u -=“‘P-~(U) -+41 E, (P,, 4,) = (P, q)lp-l(o). 
In order to give the definition of coincidence index for compact pairs in 
L.C.S. we need some auxiliary theorems. 
(1.5) THEOREM. Let X be an open set of a L.C.S. E, Z be a Haudorff 
topological space, and Y a closed subset of X if (p, q) E ,X(X, Y, K(E)), 
then there exist a convex neighborhood W of 8 E E and a finite dimensional 
compact mapping qw: Z+ K(E) such that 
(1.5.1) 4w,(o)cd~)+ Wf oreachuEZandFix(p,q,,z)nY=@; 
(1.5.2) let q:, and qi be two finite dimensional compact mappings 
satisfying (1.5.1), then for qk and qi there exists a finite dimensional 
compact homotopy f:[O, l] x Z+ K(E) such that Fix(p, f(t, .), x) n Y= Qr 
for all tE [0, 11; 
(1.5.3) tf ql, q2: Z+ K(E) are two finite dimensional compact map- 
pings such that there exists a compact homotopy h: [0, l] x r+ K(E) 
satisfying Fix@, h(t, .),X)n Y=Q, for all tE [0, l] and h(O,.)=q,, 
h(L.)=q,, then there exists a finite dimensional compact homotopy 
f: [0, 11 x Z -+ K(E) joining q1 with q2 such that 
Fix(p, f(t, .), X) n Y= 0 for all t E [0, 11. 
Proof It is easy to prove that I-qop-’ is a closed mapping, and 
Fix(p, q, x) = Iz/ is equivalent to {O} n (Z-q op-‘)( Y) = 0. Since Y is a 
closed subset of F, we have that (I- q op-‘)( Y) is also a closed set. This 
implies that there exists an open convex neighborhood W such that 
({t3}+ W)n((Z-qop-l)(Y))=@. Hence we have 
Wn(y-dp-‘W- W)=0, for all y E Y. (1.5.4) 
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By [12, (3.1)] there exists a finite dimensional compact mapping 
q,,,: r+ K(E”) c E where E” is a n-dimensional subspace of E, such 
that qJu) c q(u) + W for all UE r. From (1.5.4) it follows that {0} n 
(y-qJp-l(y)))=@ for all YE Y. This implies that Fix@, q,,,, 8)n Y 
= 0. Hence condition (1.5.1) holds. 
Let q; and qi, be two finite dimensional compact mappings satisfying 
(1.5.1). Define 
h(ty u, = 
(1 - 2r) q:(u) + Q(u), 0 6 t d l/2, 
(2 - 2t) q(u) + (2t - 1) 42,(u), l/2 < t < 1, v E r. 
By virtue of (1.5.1) and (l-5.4) h(t, u)cq(u)+ W for all te [0, 11, OET. 
This shows that {O}n(y-h(t,p-l(y))- W)=@ for all YE Y, tE[O, 11. 
Hence (1.5.2) is true. 
Let p: [0, l] x r-* X, p( t, u) = p(v), we consider the mapping pair (p, h). 
It is obvious that Fix(p, h, X) n Y = 0. By the same way as stated in the 
proof of (1.5.1), there exist a convex neighborhood W of 0 E E and a 
finite dimensional compact mapping H: [0, l] x r+ K(E) such that 
H(t, U) t h(t, u) + W for all (t, U) E [0, l] x r. 
Now we define a mapping f as 
(1 - 3t) 41(u) + 3tH(O, 01, 0 Q t < l/3, 
f(t, u) = 
i 
H(3t - 1, u), l/3 < t 6 213, u E r, 
(3 - 3t) H(t, u) + W - 2) qAu)> 2/3ct<l, 
then f is a compact finite dimensional homotopy joining ql, with q2. As in 
the proof of (1.5.2) we can prove Fix(p,f(t, .), x) n Y= $3 for all 
tE [IO, 11. 
This completes the proof. 
(1.6) Remark. In (1.5) if q is a single-valued mapping, by [12, (3.1)], 
then q,, h, and Scan be chosen as single-valued mappings. 
(1.7) THEOREM. Let X be an open subset of a L.C.S. E, Y a closed subset 
of X, and F a set in a finite dimensional topological uector space F. If 
(P, d E Wxy K IW) and q(r) = E”, where E” is an n-dimensional sub- 
space of E, then there exists a single-valued compact mapping q1 : F + E” 
such that 
Fix(p, h(t, .), X) n Y= 0, for all TV [0, 11, (1.71) 
where h(t,u)=(l-t)q(o)+tq,(u), (t,u)E[O, l]xr. 
Proof. Since q(F) is a relatively compact subset of E”, there exists a 
bounded convex neighborhood V of 8 E E” such that q(F) c i V. Let X, = 
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Xn V, rI = p- ‘(Xn Y). Since p is proper and r, is a compact subset of 
F, there exists a real number Y > 0 such that rI c U = (u E F: (loI/ < Y}. By 
virtue of [12, (2.1)], qlr,, the restriction of q to rl, has an upper semi-con- 
tinuous extension q,,: U-+K(E”) such that qu(@cco(q/., (r,)). Hence 
qu is also a compact mapping. Since 0 is a polyhedron in F, let d be any 
triangulation of 0, and for each vertex a of d, u(a) E q,(a). Since B is the 
underlying space of finite simplicial complex, each point v E U can be 
written in the form 
v = C orja,, ci, > 0, c a, = 1, 
I 2 
where (ai} are vertices of the carrier simplex of u in d. Let us define 
qU: D -+ E” by qU(u) = C, CI,U(U~). Then kj,, is compact. 
Now we prove that there exists a triangulation d such that 
Fix(p,g(t,.),XnVn(Yn V)=@, for all t E [IO, 11, (1.7.2) 
where g(t, u) = (1 -t) q(u) + tqu(u) for each (t, u) E [0, l] x Z-,. 
Suppose this is not the case, then for each integer m > 0, there exists a 
triangulation d” of V such that mesh d” < l/m. 
Let um(am)E qu(a”), where am is vertex of G’~. Therefore there exist 
t, E [0, 11 and y, E Y n V such that 
(1.7.3) 
where u,,,~p-~(y~) can be written as 
Y”, Y, 
v,= 1 a,ay, Lq>o, c crY=l. 
I=0 i=O 
Here {a$‘, al;, . . . . a:} are the vertices of the carrier simplex of u, in d”. 
Let k = dim 0. Letting cry = 0, am = a;, rm -C i 6 k, we have 
Ym~(l--t,)qu(%z)+L ; cry #(a:“). (1.7.4) 
,=O 
Since Y n 7, [0, 11, r, and qu(B) are all compacts sets, there exist 
subsequences such that 
lim yrn = y, lim u, = u, lim t, = t, 
m m m 
lim a? = cli, lim zP(ay) = ui, 
m m 
lim a? = a,, i=O, 1,2, . . . . k. 
m 
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Since p-l is upper semi-continuous and v, EP- ‘( y,), we have 
v~p-‘(y), y~Ynv. Since mesh d”<l/m+O, as m-cc we have 
a,=a,= . . . = uk = v. Using the upper semi-continuity of qo, we get 
USE qo(v). It follows from (1.7.4) that 
YE(l--t)qu(u)+t 5 ~iui~qU(v)~qo(P-l(y))=q(P-l(y)). 
i=O 
This is a contradiction. Hence we know that (1.7.2) holds. 
Now we define the equivalent norm on F as 
II4 1 = IIW? v E F, 
and so 0 is an unit closed ball under the norm /( . I/, . Let 
i 
4”(V)? II VII 1 G 1, 
q,(o)= u- llvllI)~“(~lllvIl1)~ 1 < II VII, d 2, 0 E I- 
O, II VII I > 2. 
It is obvious that q, : T-r E” is a single-valued compact mapping and 
ql(F) c d V. This implies that Fix(p, h(t, .), x\V) = @ for all TV [0, 11, and 
p-l(x)c 0, for each XE Yn V. Hence it follows from (1.7.2) that 
x $ Fix(p, h(t, .), Xn V), for all t E [0, 11. 
The above discussion shows that condition (1.7.1) holds in any case. This 
completes the proof. 
(1.8) THEOREM. Let X, Y, F be the same as in (1.7). If (p, q) E 
X(X, Y, K(E)), then there exists a single-valued compact mapping q 1 : F + E 
such that there exists a compact mapping h:[O, l] x F-+ K(E) which is a 
homotopy joining q with q, satisfying the condition 
Fix(p, h(t, .), x) A Y = @ for all ?E [IO, 11. (1.8.1) 
Furthermore, tf q1 and q2 are two single-valued compact mappings 
satisfying (l&l), then there exists a single-valued compact mapping 
f: [0, l] x F-+ E which is a homotopy joining q, with q2 such that 
Fix(p, f(t, .), x) n Y= 121 for all t E [0, 11. (1.8.2) 
Proof By (1.5), there exist a convex neighborhood W of 0 E E and a 
finite dimensional compact mapping q,: f -+ K(E”) such that 
Fix(p, h,(t, .), x) n Y= 0, for all t E [0, 11, 
where h,(t, v) = (1 - t) q(u) + tqJv), (t, U)E [0, l] x r. It follows from (1.7) 
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that for qw there exists a finite dimensional single-valued compact mapping 
q, : T-r E” such that 
Fix(p, hJt, .), X)n Y= 0, for each TV [0, 11, 
where h,(t, v) = (1 - t) qw(u) + tql(u), (t, u) E [0, 11 x r. Let us define a 
mapping h as 
h(t, II)= 
h,W, ~1, O<t& 
h,W - 1, 01, ;<t<1, 
u E r, 
then h satisfies (1.8.1) and q, exists. 
Let q2 : T-t E be a single-valued compact mapping and 
g: [0, l] x r+ K(E) a homotopy joning q with q2 such that 
Fix@, g(t, ), X) n Y = @ f or all te [0, 11, and g(0, .) =q, g(1, .)=q2. By 
(1.6), there exist a convex neighborhood V of 8 E E and a single-valued 
finite dimensional compact mapping qv : r + E” such that 
t’iw(P, sl(t, .), m n Y= 0, for all t E [0, 11, 
where g,(t, v) = (1 - t) q*(u) + tq”(u), (t, u) E [O, l] x r. Letting 
h(1 - 31, u), o<t+, 
H(t, u) = g(3t- 1, u), +t<$, ud- 
g,(3t - 2, u), $<fdl, 
we know that H: [0, 11 x r+ K(E) is a compact homotopy joining q1 with 
q. such that Fix(p, H(t, .), X) A Y= 0 for all t E [0, 11. From (1.5.3) we 
see that there exists a finite dimensional compact mapping 
G: [0, l] x r-+ K(E”) which is a homotopy joining q, and qv such that 
Fix(p, G(t, .),X)n Y=Q, for all te[O, l] and G(0, .)=ql, G(l,.)=q,. 
Let p: [0, l] x r -+ & p(t, U) = p(u), (t, U) E [0, l] x r. Then 
Fix(D, G, 8) n Y= 0. By (1.7) there exists a single-valued finite djmen- 
sional compact mapping G, : [0, l] x r-+ E” such that Fix(p, Fs, X) n Y 
=0 for all SE [0, 11, where F,= (1 -s) G+sG,, SE [0, I]. Letting 
((I- 4t) q,(u) + 4tG,(O, u), O<t<$, 
f(c u) = 
G,(4t - l,u), $ct<f, 
(3-4t)G,(l,u)+(4t-2)q,(u), $a<;, 
u E r, 
g,(4 - 46 u), ;<t<1, 
we obtain a finite dimensional single-valued compact homotopy joining q, 
with q2 such that Fix(p,f(t, .), x) n Y= 0, t E [O, 11. 
This completes the proof. 
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2. COINCIDENCE INDEX AND ITS BASIC PROPERTIES 
In this section, we shall define the coincidence index for compact pairs 
in L.C.S. and study its basic properties. This section consists of two parts. 
The first part deals with the case of single-valued compact mappings and 
the second deals with the case of set-valued compact mappings. 
(2.1) Let U be an open set of a L.C.!% E, (p, q)eX(o, aU, E): 
0 ep r -+y E a compact pair, where I’ is a topological vector space. By 
(1.6), there exist a convex neighborhood W of 6’ E E and a finite dimen- 
sional compact mapping qK, : r -+ E” c E such that q,,,(u) c q(u) + W, for all 
VEX and Fix(p,q,, D)naD=Qr. Let lJ”=UnE”, T”=p-l(U”). Now 
we consider mapping pairs of the type (pk, q,s.k) 
where pk(o) = p(u), q&u) = qJu) for all u E r”. 
It is obvious that (pk, q,+)EX(un, au*, E”). By (1.4), we can define 
the coincidence index for compact pair (p, q) as follows: 
(2.2) DEFINITION. Let (p, q) E X( D, aU, E). We define the coincidence 
index of the compact pair (p, q) by 
Z(P, 4) = Z(Pk, qw,.!f). 
In order to show that the coincidence index defined by (2.2) is well- 
defined one should prove that it is independent of the choice of qw,k 
and E”. 
(2.2.1) First, let E” be fixed. Let (pkr q$J and (Pk, qi,k) satisfy (2.1). 
By (1.53) and (1.6), there exists a compact homotopy f: [0, l] x r” + E” 
joining qk,k and q’,,, such that Fix(p,,f(t, .), ~“)ndU”=@ for all 
ZE [0, 11. It follows from (1.4.3) that Z(p,, qL,k)=Z(pk, q2,,k). Hence (2.2) 
is independent of the choice of qw,k. 
(2.2.2) Let E” and E” be two finite dimensional subspaces of E 
satisfying (2.1), i.e., there exist two finite dimensional compact mappings 
q:: r + Em and qi,: r+ E”. We can assume that E” c E” (otherwise, we 
can consider the linear sum of E” and E”). Let us denote U” = U n E”, 
U”= Un E”, P = p-‘( Urn), r” = p-‘( Dn). Hence U” c U”. Letting 
(Pi, qk,k)=(P, qtu)lrmt and (P:, s’,,,) = (P, &lrn, we have 
/ 1 
U -m&rm~E” (2.2.3) 
1 2 p pl rtI% E”. (2.2.4) 
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Now we consider the mapping pair (pi, qi,+): I!?’ -G=~: p-l(U”) 
-+ 4n.k Em, (pi, qi,k) = (p, q,!,)lrn. Since qi,,k(Zn) c E”, it follows from 
(1.4.6) that I(pi, q!,,kUm) =Z(p:, q&, On). In view of (2.2.1) we 
see that ZCp:, qi+, u”) = Z(P,& qf&, U”). This implies that Z(pk, qi,,k) = 
Z(Pk s;,!J 
Now we discuss the properties of the coincidence index for compact pairs 
defined as above. 
(2.3) THEOREM. Let U be an open set in a L.C.S. E. [f 
(p, q) E X( u, aU, E), then the coincidence index Z(p, q) has the following 
properties: 
(2.3.1) if q: Z + E, q(v) = x0, is a constant mapping, then 
(2.3.2) if Z(p, q) # 0, then Fix(p, q, x) # 0; 
(2.3.3) let h,; [O, l] x Z+ E be a compact mapping such that 
Fix(p, h,, 0) n iTU= @for all t E [0, 11, then Z(p, ho) = Z(p, h,); 
(2.3.4) let V be an open subset of U and (p, q) E X(U, au, E), if 
Fix(p, q, 8) c V then Z(p, q, 0) = Z(p, q, P); 
(2.3.5) if CT, and Uz are two disjoint open subsets of U and 
Fix(p, q, i7) n (O\(U, n ud) = 0, then I(P, 4, 01 = Z(P, q, 0,) + 
Z(P, 4, D2); 
(2.3.6) let J be an open set of R and let (p, q)E 
X(JxU,a(JxU),RxE): JxU cpf jYRxE, ij” q(Z)cE, then 
z(p, q, Jx U= I(P, S, 0) where (P, 4) = (P, q)lp-i,~). 
Proof: (i) It is obvious that (2.3.1) is true. 
(ii) Suppose (2.3.2) is false, then Fix(p, q, e) n I!?= 0. By (1.6), 
there exist a convex neighborhood W of 8 E E and a finite dimensional 
compact mapping qw : r + E” c E such that Fix(p, qw,, 0) n 0 = 0. 
For the mapping pair (pk, qw,k): 0” ~=~“p-l(D”) jqw,& E”, where 
U” = U n E”, (pk, qw,k) = (p, qn,)lp-lCDn) it is easy to see that 
Fix(p,, qw,k, 0”) n 0” = 0. By virtue of (2.2), it follows that Z(p,, qw,k) = 
Z(p, q) # 0. From (1.4.2) we have Fix(p,, qH,,k, 0”) # 0, a contradiction. 
Hence (2.3.2) holds. 
(iii) Since Fix(p, h,, 8)n au= fa, ts [0, 11, by (1.6) there exist a 
convex neighborhood W of 0c E and a finite dimensional compact 
h,: [0, 11 x r+ E”c E, such that Fix(p, h,., 8) n aU= 0, where p: 
[0, l] x r-, D, p(t, v) = p(v). Considering the mapping pair (pk, h&t, .)): 
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where U”= Un E”, (~!a h, At, .)) = 
we haie Fix@,, h,.,Jt, .) P),aU”= @’ for all 
from (2.2) that Zip, h,j= Z(p,, h,+(t, .)) for all 
?E CO, 11. By (1.4.3) we obtain Z(p, h,)=Z(p, h,). 
(iv) Since V is an open subset of U and Fk(p, q, 0) t I’, by (1.6), 
there exist a convex neighborhood W of f3 E E and a finite dimensional 
compact mapping qn,: Z+ E” c E such that 
Fix(p, q,,,, 0) n (8\ V) = 0. (2.3.7) 
Let us consider the map pair (pk, qw,k): 8” e=Pkp-‘(Dn) -+Y*.k E”, 
where U” = U n E”, (pk, q,+) = (p, qw,)lp-l(~n), and the map. pair 
(p;, q;+):p dip-I( P”) --ty..k E”, where I/“= I/n E”c U”, (p;, ql+)= 
(ok> qw,dlp~~p). BY W.V> Fix(p;, qL,,k, P”) n (E”\V”) = 0 and 
Fix(p,, q,,,,k, 0”) C v”. In view of (1.4.5) we obtain that Z(p;, q:,,k) = 
Z(Pk, qw,kh From (2.2) we have w, q&k) = 0, 9, 0, G,, q*,,k) = 
Z(p, q, U). This implies that Z(p, q, 8) = Z(p, q, V). 
(v) Since Fix(p, q, 0) n (O\(U, u U,)) = 0, by (1.6) there exist a 
convex neighborhood W of 8 E E and a finite dimensional compact map- 
ping qw,: Z+ E” c E such that Fix(p, qw,, 8) n (O\( U, u U,)) = 0. It 
follows from (2.2) that 
I(P> 4) = z(Pk, qw.k)> (2.3.8) 
where bkj qw,k) = (P, qr)lp-l(~n). 
On the other hand, in view of (P32 Si) = (P3 q)lpml(C7,): 
Bj -dp-yo;) -+qr E, i = 1,2, by (2.2) we obtain that 
mi, qi, Oil = Z(P,, qw,k, Q), (2.3.9) 
where ZJF = Ui n E”, i = 1,2. 
Since Fix(p,, qn.,k, 8”) n (U”\( U; u U;)) = 0, it follows from (1.4.4) 
that 
z(Pk, qw,k, On) = z(pk, qw,,k? 0:) + z(Pk, qw,k, O;). 
By (23.8) and (2.3.9) this implies that 
Z(p,q, Q=Z(Pdl, m+Z(P,q> 0,). 
(vi) By (1.6) there exist a convex neighborhood W of 0 E R x E and 
a finite dimensional compact qw: r + E” c E such that Fix(p, qh,, Jx U) n 
d(JxU)=@. Define U”=UnE”, r”=p-‘(JnU”), (~~,q~,~)= 
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(P, 4n~)lI-n~ then we get that (pk, q,,,,)cX(Jx u”, d(Jx Un), Rx E”). By 
(2.2) we have 
I(P, 4, Jx u)=h’,, q,v.k, Jx v). (2.3.10) 
Since q,v, k(m) c E”, from (1.4.6) we have 
I@,, qn,,k 3 Jx Un) = I&, q,q,k, On), (2.3.11) 
where (Pk, q,V,k) = (pkr qw,k)lP;‘(U”). It is easy to prove that 
I(Pk> qw.k, i-I”) = I(& q, 0). (2.3.12) 
Noting (2.3.10)-(2.3.12) we have 
Z(p, q, J x U) = I(P, 4, 0). 
This completes the proof. 
(2.4) Now we are in a position to introduce the concept of coincidence 
index for compact pairs (p, q), where q is a set-valued mapping. 
Let X be an open subset of a L.C.S. E, r a subset of a finite dimensional 
topological vector space F, and (p, q)E ,X(X, 8X, K(E)). By (1.8), there 
exists a single-valued compact mapping q1 : P-+ E such that there exists a 
compact homotopy h: [0, 1 ] x f + K(E) joining q, with q and 
Fix@, h(t, .), R) n i3X= @, for all t E [0, 11. It is easy to see that 
(p, q, ) E X(X, 3X, E). By (2.2), the coincidence index of (p, q, ) is defined. 
Hence we have the following 
(2.5) DEFINITION, Let (p, q)EX(X, JX, K(E)). We define the coin- 
cidence index Z(p, q) of the mapping pair (p, q) by 
Z(P, 4) = Z(P? 41). 
In order to show that the coincidence index defined as above is well- 
defined, it should be proven that it is independent of the choice of q;. Let 
q2 be any single-valued compact mapping satisfying (2.4). By (l.S), there 
exists a single-valued compact homotopy g: [0, l] x r--+ E joining q, and 
q2 such that Fix(p, g(t, .), x) n ax= 0, for all t E [O, 11. From (2.3.3) we 
obtain 
mJ2 4,) = 4P> 421, 
This shows that the definition of coincidence index is well-defined. 
Now we are going to give some basic properties of coincidence index for 
set-valued compact pairs. 
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(2.6) THEOREM. Let X be an open set of a L.C.S. E and let r be a 
subset of a finite dimensional topological vector space F. If 
(p, q) E x(X, 8X, K(X)), then I(p, q) has the following properties: 
(2.6.1) if there exists a point xg E E such that xg E q(u), for all v E r, 
then 
if xoEX, 
if x,EE\~ 
(2.62) if I(p, q) # 0, then Fix(p, q, 1) # 0; 
(2.6.3) suppose (p, qj)E%“(X, aX, K(E)), i= 1, 2; zf there exists a 
compact homotopy h: [0, l] x r--+ K(E), joining q1 and q2 such that 
h(O,.)=q’, h(l,.)=q’ and Fix(p,h(t,.),X)naX=QI for all tE[O, 11, 
then I(P, 4’) = I(P, q2); 
(2.6.4) suppose that X, is an open subset of X; if (p, q)E 
,X(X, 8X, K(E)) and Fix(p, q, 3) c X,, then I(p, q, X)=Z(p, q, X,); 
(2.6.5) suppose that X, and X2 are two disjoint open subsets of X; 
if Fix(p,q,R)n(R\(X,uX,))=0, then I(p,q,~)=f(p,q,~,)+ 
I(P, 4, X2); 
(2.6.6) let J be an open set of R and (p, q)Ex(m, a(JxX), 
K(RxE)); JxX +“T +YK(RxE); zf q(f)CE, then Z(p,q,JxX):= 
M 4, x), where (P, S) = (P, q)lp-lcnp, 
Proof. (i) Define a constant mapping q,: T-t E by q,(v)=x,. Let 
H(t,o)=((l-t)q(v)+tx,, tE[O, 11, VET. We prove that 
Fix(p, H(t, . ), X) n ax= 0, t E [O, 11. (2.6.7) 
Suppose this is not the case, then there exists x, E~X, t, E [O. 11, such 
that x, E Fix(p, H(t,, .), X), i.e., x, E H(t,,pP’(x,)). Hence there exists a 
v, apex such that x1 E (1 - tl) q(v,)+ t,xo. Therefore there exists some 
point x’~:q(v~) such that x,=(1-t,)x’+t,x,. Since q(v,) is convex and 
x,~q(v,), we have that x1 l q(v~), i.e., x1 E q(p-‘(x,)). This is a contradic- 
tion. Therefore (2.6.7) holds. 
By virtue of (2.4) and (2.3.1), this completes the proof. 
(ii) This can be proved in the same way as in the proof of (2.3.2). 
(iii) By (1.8), there exist single-valued compact mappings q; : r -+ E, 
i= 1,2, such that there exists a compact mapping f,: [0, l] x r+ K(E) 
which is a homotopy joining qi and qi and satisfies Fix(p, f,( t, . ), 
X)naX=@ for all tE [O, 11, i= 1,2. By (2.2), we have I(p,q’)=Z(p,q;), 
i= 1,2. 
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Let us define 
H(ty VI = 
Wt, 01, 
f*(2t - 1, u), 
0 6 t d 112, u E r 
1/2ct<l, . 
BY (2.21, we get I@, 4’) = Z(P, 4:). Hence Z(P, $I= G, 4’). 
(iv) Since Fix(p, q, X) c X,, then Fix(p, q, X) n (X\X,) = $3. In view 
of (1.8), there exists a single-valued compact mapping q, : Z + E such that 
there exists a compact homotopy h: [0, 11 x Z-+ K(E) joining q with q, 
such that Fix(p, h(t, .), X)n (x\X,)=fzr for all t E [0, 11. By (2.5) and 
(2.3.4), it follows that Z(p, q) = Z(p, q,) and Z(p, ql, x) = Z(p, q,, x,). 
It is obvious that h= hj co, l,Xp-~,xl: [0, l] x p-*(X,) + K(E) is a com- 
pact homotopy from qlp-l,n,, to q1 Jp-~CR,) and satisfies Fix(p~p--~~x,~, 
h(t,.),X,)ndX,=Qr for all tE[O, 11. By (2.5) we have Z(p,q,R,)= 
0, ql, 8,). Hence 0, q, x) = Z(P, q,x, 1. 
(v) By (1.8), there exists a single-valued compact mapping q1 
such that there exists a mapping h: [0, l] x T-r K(E), which is a 
compact homotopy joining q with q1 and satisfies Fix(p, h(t, .), X) n 
(x\(X, uX,)) = 0, for all t E [0, 11. By (2.5) we have 
Z(P, 4, Xl = Z(P, 41, m. (2.6.8) 
By (2.3.5) we see that 
m 41, m=m4 41, x,)+m, 41, X2). (2.6.9) 
Now we define a mapping h’= hj [,,, 1,x p-1cx,j: [0, l] x pP’(X,) --f K(E), 
i= 1, 2, then k’ is a compact homotopy joining qlpmLcx,) with q1 Ip-lcK,l and 
satisfies the condition 
Fix(pl,-lczz,, h’(t, .), Fi) n ax,= @ for all t E [0, 11, i = 1, 2. 
BY (2.5) 
I(P5 42 zi) = I(P, 413 xi), i= 1,2. (2.6.10) 
It follows from (2.6.8)-(2.6.10) that 
Z(P, 4, m = 0, 49 Xl) + m 4, x*1. 
that (vi) BY (1.8), th ere exists a compact mapping q, : T-t R x E such 
Fix(p, h(t, .), (JxX))nd(Jx X)= 0 for all t E [0, 11, 
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where h: [0, 1 ] x r+ K(E) is a compact homotopy joining q with ql. By 
(2.5) 
and 
Z(p,q,Jx~)=Z(p,q,,Jx~) (2.6.11) 
(2.6.12) 
where 4, = q1 (pm~(Kj. By (2.3.6) we get 
4P, 41, JxX)=Z(P, 41, Q. (2.6.13) 
In view of (2.6.11~(2.6.13) we get 
Z(P, q, J x Jo = 0, s, Xl. 
This completes the proof. 
3. COINCIDENCE POINTS AND ALTERNATING PRINCIPLE 
In this section, we shall use the results presented above to study the coin- 
cidence point theorems and the alternating principle. The results stated in 
this section improve the corresponding results of [9, 10, 18, 191. 
(3.1) THEOREM. Let U be an open set of a L.C.S. E and 
(p, q) E X( 0, au, E). rf there exists some y0 E E such that 
~Ycl+x$q(P-l(x))> for all xEa.yr20, (3.1.1) 
then Z(p, q) = 0. 
Proof. Suppose that Z(p, q) # 0. Letting h,(v) = q(u) - tzy,,, (t, u) E 
[0, l] x r, we know that for each t E [0, 11, h,: r -+ E is a compact mapping. 
By (3.1.1), we see that Fix(p, h,, 0) n aU= a, for all t E [0, 11. Hence from 
(2.3.3) it follows that (p, h,) = Z(p, h,), and so Z(p, q) = Z(p, q - zyO) # 0. 
By (2.3.2) we have Fix(p, q - zy,, 0) #O. Hence the exists a x, E U such 
that 
xz+~y,Eq(P”(X~)). (3.1.2) 
Now q is compact, hence q(r) is bounded. However, (3.1.2) holds for all 
T B 0. This is a contradiction, which shows that Z(p, q) = 0. 
409:148/2-15 
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(3.2) THEOREM. Let U be an open set in a L.C.S. E and (p, q) E 
,X( u, aU, E). If there exists an x,, E X such that 
xuq(P~‘(x))+(l-4x,, for all x~aU, AE [0, l] (3.2.1) 
then Z(p, q) = 1. 
Proof: Letting qO: r+ E, q,,(u) = x0 be a constant mapping, and 
h( t, V) = tq(u) + ( 1 - t) x0, (t, v) E 10, I] x f, using (3.2.1) we can prove 
that Fix(p, h(t,.), a)naU=@, for all tc [0, 11. By (2.3.3) and (2.3.1) we 
have I(P, 4) = I(P, cd = 1. 
(3.3) THEOREM. Let X, X, be two open sets of a L.C.S. E such that 
8 E X, c X, c X and let (p, q) be a compact pair from x to E. If one of the 
following two conditions is satisfied: 
(I) (i) there exists e, E E, e, #O, such that x$ q(p-‘(x)) + le,, for 
all x E 13x,, 12 0, 
(ii) there exist e2 E X such that x & Aq(p-l(x)) + (1 - 1) ez .fir 
all XE ax, IE(O, 1); 
(II) (i) there exist e,eE, e,#O such that x$q(p-‘(x))+Re,, for 
all XE ax, /zaO, 
(ii) there exists e2 E X such that x$ Aq(p-l(x)) + (1 -A) e2, for 
all XE ax,, AE(O, l), 
then (p, q) has coincidence points in (x\X,). 
Proof: Suppose that condition (I) holds (in the other case the proof is 
similar). 
Without loss of generality, we can assume that Fix(p, q, 8) n aA’= 0. 
By (3.2) and condition (I) (II) we have I(p, q, x) = 1. By (3.1) and (I) (i) 
we have I( p, q, x, ) = 0. 
Since x\((X\x,) u X,) c z\X,, if Fix(p, q, x) n [z\((X\8,) u X,)] 
# 0, then the conclusion is obtained. So without loss of generality we can 
assume that 
By (2.3.5) 
FW, 4, Xl n CR\((x\X, 1 u XI )I = 0. 
and so 
Z(p,q,X\R,)=Z(p,q,X)-Z(p,q,X,)=l-0=1. 
Noting that X\X, c x\X, we obtain the conclusion. 
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(3.4) THEOREM. Let U be an open set of a L.C.S. E such that 0E U. Let 
(p, q) be a compact pair from 0 to E. Then at least one of the following 
conclusions holds 
0) 4~~ 4) + 0; 
(ii) there exist an x68U and a AE (0, 1) such that x~Aq(p-l(x)). 
Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that Fix(p, q, 0) I-J aU 
= 121. By (3.2), letting x,, = 0, if (ii) does not hold, then we have Z(p, q, D) = 1. 
In view of (2.3.2) we know that (i) is true. 
4. GENERALIZED HOMOTOPY INVARIANCE AND ITS APPLICATIONS 
In this section, we shall use the coincidence index to discuss the con- 
struction of the set of solutions for a parameter-dependent equation. For 
this purpose, first we present some results about the generalized homotopy 
invariance of the coincidence index. 
(4.1) THEOREM. Let E be a compact metric space, F a finite dimensional 
topological vector space, and Z a bounded closed interval of R. Suppose that 
X is an open set of Z x E (with respect to the relative topology on Ix E), 
rcZx F. Let 
X,= {xEE:(t,x)EX}, r,= {vEF:(t,v)U}, teZ, 
and let p: r*W be a Vietoris mapping such that p(t, .): Tr -+ 1, for each 
t E I. Zf H: r + K(E) is a compact mapping and 
x,$ H(t, P-Y& x,)), for all x,Eax,, tEz, 
then Z(p(t, .), H(t, .), x,) = const. for all t E I. 
ProoJ: Define F,= {x~EX,:~,EH(~,~-~(~,X,))}. Then F, is a compact 
set in x, for all t EZ. Choosing an open set 0, of X, such that 
F, c 0, c 6, c A’,, we show that the following conclusion holds: 
For each t EZ there exists an r, > 0 such that r,-neighborhood 
I, = {t’ E I: 1 t - t’l < r,} of t satisfies I, x 0, c X and 
{(S,X,):X,EH(s,p-l(s,x,)),X,E~S,SEzt)Cz,XO*. (4.1.1) 
In fact, suppose (4.1.1) is wrong, then there is a sequence (t,, x,) E X 
with x,EH(t,,p-‘(t,,, x,)) and x,$0,, It-tt,) <l/n, for all nEN. Since 
t, + t as n + co and H is compact, we may suppose (passing to a sub- 
sequence if necessary) that x, -+ x as n + co. Because p- ’ and H are upper 
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semi-continuous, we have x E H(t, p-‘(t, x)). This implies that x E F,. Since 
0, is an open set, x, 4 0, hence x $0,. This is in contradiction to F! c 0,. 
Hence (4.1.1) is true. 
Letting 6 = inf I E, r,, using the compactness we know that 6 > 0. Suppose 
that 1: = ( t’ E I; 1 t - 1’1 < J/4 >. Then I: c I, and 1: satisfies (4.1.1) also. For 
any given t E I and for any s E I:, in view of I: c I, we have 
((r,x,):X,EH(r,p-l(r,xI)),x,E~~,rEI:}cI;~O,. 
Hence we have 
F,i=t(r,x,):x,~F,,r~I;)cI;xO,. (4.1.2) 
Letting PK, .I = PI~-~~~)), HK, .I = Hlp-~~~~~ and using 
(4.1.2) and (2.6.4) we have 
I(PK, .),H(G -1, I;xo,)=m4I:, .I, w;, .I, I:xo,) for all SEI;. 
(4.1.3) 
From (2.6.6) it follows that 
I(P(C, * 1, WC, 1, 1: x OS) = I(P(& .I, ws, 1, 0,). 
Owing to F, c 0, c X, by (2.6.4) one has 
(4.1.4) 
MS, .), ws, .)t 0,) = I(Pb, .I, m, .I, xs,,. (4.1.5) 
By the arbitrariness of s E I:, t E I, and the compactness of I it follows from 
(4.1.2)-(4.1.5) that 
It&t, -), H(r, .), I,) = const. 
This completes the proof. 
for all t E I. 
Let E be a Banach space and G an open subset of E. Let [pr, ~~1 be an 
interval of R and r a set of a finite dimensional topological vector space 
F. A mapping T: [pr, ,&J x G + 2E is called admissible, if there exists a 
mapping pair (p, H): [P,, 1(~~ J x G -9 [p,, pz] x r + H K(E) such that 
p(p, .): {p} x r+ {p} x G and H is a compact mapping satisfying 
T(~x)=H(~,p-l(~x)), (PL,x)EL-PI,PJxG. 
Now we consider the parameter-dependent equation 
x E WPL, xl, ,~GR,xGE. (*I 
Concerning the construction of the set of solutions for the equation (*) 
we have the following result: 
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(4.2) THEOREM. Let G be an open set of Banach space E, and r a set of 
a finite dimensional topological vector space F. Zf T(p, x) = H(p, p- ‘(p, x)) 
is an admissible mapping satisfying the following conditions: 
(4.2.1) x 6 T(pL, x) for all (PL, x) E [PI, ~1 x aG; 
(4.2.2) Z(P(~, .), H(k, .), G)#o, 
then the equation (*) has a continuum C of solutions in R x E which connects 
the set {pl} x G with the set {pz} x G. 
Proof. By (4.2.1) and (4.1) we have 
Z(P(~, . ), H(p, ), c) = con% PE CPI, P21 
In view of (4.2.2), it is easy to see that this constant is not zero. Hence (*) 
has a solution for every PE [pl, ~~1. 
Let K be the set of all solutions (11, x) of equation (*) in [pl, pLz] x G 
and K, the set of all solutions of (*) in {uj} x G, j = 1,2. The compactness 
of H implies that K is compact. In addition, by (4.2.1) we see that 
Kn(C~1yd~W=52(. 
If it doesn’t exist a component of K which connects {pl } x G with 
{pZ} x C, then by [17, Chap. I, (9.3)], there exist compact sets Mj such 
thatK=M,uM,,M,nM,=~,andKjcMj,j=1,2.WechooseasetU 
(relatively open with respect to [p,, pL2] x G such that Kn aU = @ and 
MlcU, UnM,=@.Let U,={x:(p,x)~U}.By(4.1)weget 
4 P(P, .I, WP, . ), UP) = const. for all PE Ch, ~~1. 
Since K, c Up,, and U,, n K, = 0, we have 
Z(P(CL,, .), H(I”~, .)> @=Z(P(~I, .), H(~I, .), &)ZO 
and 
Z(P(P~> .), H(pz> .)T G)=Z@(pz, .), H(p,, -), &)=O 
a contradiction. The proof is thus completed. 
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